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ABSTRACT 
An W-space X is called “decomposable over a subring RCQ”, if its localization X, is 
homotopy equivalent to a weak product of spaces QA with ai = S’ for i odd and Qi = QZS’ for i 
even, We study the decomposability question as a generalization of the problem of regular primes 
for an H-space. We use decomposability assumptions in proving a mapping theorem for Lusternik- 
Schnirelmann category and also comment on “decomposability” in the tame homotopy category. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
We work in the homotopy category of pointed spaces which are of the 
homotopy type of CW-complexes. 
Let R C Q be a unitary subring. For a simple space X we denote by X, the 
localization of X with respect to the set of primes which are not invertible in R. 
For i > 0 we define 
S’ 
g-2’: = 
for i odd, 
GZS’ for i even 
where Q, Z denote the loop space and suspension functor. 
DEFINITION. (a) An H-space X is decomposable over R, if X, is homotopy 
equivalent to a weak product w nie, Sz:. 
(b) A simply connected co-H-space C is decomposable over R, if there is 
a homotopy equivalence CR - VieI S: . 
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Note that any connected H-space (resp. simply connected co-H-space) is 
decomposable over Q (e.g. [12]). 
QUESTION. For which subrings R of Q is a given H-space (co-H-space) 
decomposable over R? 
An answer is given by a well-known theorem of J.P. Serre [15], chap. V, 
prop. 6) and its generalization by P.G. Kumpel [lo] in the special case that 
Xo- ni=, Q$ with all nj odd: 
Let p be a prime, p 13. Let X be l-connected, let H *(X; H/pZ) be an exterior 
algebra on generators of degree ni I em+ in,.. If pl(n,- nl +4)/2, then p is 
regular for X, i.e. there is a p-equivalence Hi=, Snl+X. 
It follows that X is decomposable over R where all primes except p are 
invertible in R. Thus the notion of “regular prime” is subsumed under the 
notion of “decomposability”. 
In section 1 we will give a kind of straightforward generalization of this result 
by removing the restriction on the parity of the ni. 
In section 2 we will obtain a mapping theorem for Lusternik-Schnirelmann 
category based on the notion of decomposability and, in section 3, we will 
comment on the existence of tame homotopy equivalences between X and 
w n,,, 0”~. 
1. SOME OBSERVATIONS ON DECOMPOSABILITY 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a l-connected homotopy associative H-space. Let 
Xo- Hi=, 52; and assume nil 1.. in,. Let R CQ be a subring such that 
H&X; R) is a free module and such that H,(X; R) is generated as algebra by 
the submodule PH*(X; R) of primitive elements. Let any prime p with ~53 
and pc(n,-nl +4)/2 be invertible in R. 
Then X is decomposable over R. 
PROOF. This is an easy combination of the proofs of the Serre-Kumpel 
theorem and of a decomposability criterion of H.J. Baues ([l], chap. V, (3.10)). 
Since H*(X; R) is primitively generated, it is isomorphic to the universal 
envelopping algebra U(PH*(X; R)). By [9] the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem 
is true for U(PH,(X, R)). Let zl, . . . . z, be a basis of PH*(X; R) with degree 
(zi) =Q, then the monomials z$ ... z: with 420 and ijE{O; l} for nj odd 
constitute a basis of H&Y; R). Let 1’ be the submodule of H,(X; R) gener- 
ated by all such monomials in zl, . . . . z,. 
Let J’: = nf=, Sz”!. We have to construct a map Jr-+X inducing an iso- 
morphism in cohomology with coefficients R. 
Suppose we have constructed Js- ’ -+X inducing an isomorphism from 
H*(JS-‘; R) onto Is-’ where n,-,<n,l ... in,. In particular, Hi(Js-‘; R)-+ 
-*H,(X;R) is an isomorphism for i<n,. It follows that rrt(X, JS-‘)@R+ 
-+H,(X, Js-‘; R) is an isomorphism for t sn,. 
We now note that for tsn, the Hurewicz map n,(SZ”~)@R+PH,(Q”~; R) is 
an isomorphism. This follows at once from the fact that for a sphere Sk with 
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k odd and an odd prime p the p-torsion part of r&Sk) is #0 at most for 
tzk+2p-3. 
Consider now for n,- , c t 5 n, the following diagram with exact rows: 
O=n,(JS-l)~R~~,(X)~R~~t(X,JS-l)~R,~I_l(JS-l)~R~ 
I Id Iy I 
--‘H,(JS-‘;R) * H,(X;R) - HI(X, JS-‘;R) + I-I-,(JS-‘;R) - 
The homomorphism p is injective; hence a! is an isomorphism and y has already 
been shown to be an isomorphism. Hence 6 is injective and ZZ,(X; R) is the 
direct sum of (IS- ‘)t and image (6) = PH,(X; R); note that PH,(X, R) = 0 for 
n,-,<t<n,. We choose maps f, ,..., f,- t : S”++X such that their classes 
form a base of q(X)@R and define x:sZ”‘+X by A:: =A for n, odd and 
A: =g(QEh) for n, even, where g:E?X+X is an Z-Z-retraction. One has 
ns-,<ns= ... =n,-,<n,r a.. In,, hence one obtains a map J”- ’ = Js- ’ x 
x U’s x . . . x Q”s+X by multiplying Js- l-*X and the maps x. This map then 
induces an isomorphism of H,(JU- ‘; R) onto I”- ‘. 
The result now follows inductively. 
REMARK 1. The assumption al(X) = 0 in proposition 1 is not important. For, 
if X is a connected CW-complex with H*(X; R) a free module of finite type, 
then there is a homotopy equivalence between (S’ x ..a x S’), xXR and X, 
where XR is the universal cover of X,. This is immediate; it also follows from 
[4]. Moreover, if X, satisfies the assumptions, so does XR. 
REMARK 2. A dual statement to proposition 1 follows from an inspection 
of [2]: 
Let C be a l-connected co-ZZ-space such that H,(C; R) is a free module of 
finite rank. Let m, n be integers such that Hi(C; R)=O for O<i<m and i> n 
and H,(C; R), H,,(C; R)#O. Let each prime p with p<(n - m + 3)/2 be 
invertible in R. Then C is decomposable over R. 
REMARK 3. The following is a decomposability result of C.A. MacGibbon 
and C.W. Wilkerson [ll]: 
Let Y be a l-connected finite complex with dim@ *( Y)@Q) < 00. Then there 
is a subring R C Q in which only finitely many primes of z are invertable such 
that Q Y is decomposable over R. 
2.ANOTHERMAPPINGTHEOREMFORLUSTERNIK-SCHNIRELMANNCATEGORY 
We say “another mapping theorem”, because there is already the mapping 
theorem of [6] in rational homotopy theory, the one of [7] in tame homotopy 
theory and the one of [13] related to decomposability. The proposition below 
is an improvement of [13]. 
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LEMMA. Let RCQ be a subring with l/2, l/3 E R. Let X, Y be connected 
homotopy associative H-spaces with H *(X; R), H *( Y; R) free R-modules of 
finite type. Assume that Y is decomposable over R. Let f : X-, Y be an H-map 
such that f*l PH*(X; R): PH,(X; R)+PH*( Y; R) is split injective. 
Then fR: X,+ Y, has a left inverse up to homotopy and X is decomposable 
over R. 
PROOF. (a) By the criterion of H.J. Baues cited above the canonical 
map U(n *( Y)@R)+H,( Y; R) induced by the Hurewicz homomorphism 
II*( Y)@R+PH,(Y, R) is surjective. Now, f* induces a map U(PH,(X; R))+ 
+H,( Y; R) which by the assumption and the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem 
applied to H,( Y; R) e U(PH*( Y; R)) is split injective. From the commutativity 
of the diagram 
HdX;RS f HdY;N * 
it then follows that U(n.(X)@R)+H*(X;R) is surjective. Therefore X is 
decomposable over R. 
(b) Let E be a homotopy associative H-space of finite type over R 
which is decomposable over R. Let us recall how a homotopy equivalence 
w fl Szs +ER may be constructed: Choose a basis {or, a,, . . . } of PH*(E; R) 
and maps fi:S”i+E such that h(Vi])=ai, where h denotes the Hurewicz 
homomorphism. Define x : IR”i+E by $ : =fi for ni odd, x : = g(QZA) for ni 
even, where g:GZE-rE is an H-retraction. By multiplying the maps (.& one 
obtains a homotopy equivalence w n Qz +ER; this follows from the proof of 
H.J. Baues’ criterion (see also [14]). 
(c) To obtain a left inverse to f we proceed as follows: Choose a basis 
{ or, (r2, . . . } of PH*(X; R) with degree (oi) = ni. Complete {f *(a,), f *(az), . . . } 
to a basis of PH,( Y; R) by { /3r, /Iz, . . . } with degree (pj) = mj. Let fi: S”i-+X, 
gj : S”,-+ Y be maps such that h(vi]) = oi and h([gj]) =/3j. Then we obtain a 
homotopy equivalence w n Q “15 X, by multiplying the g), and a homo- 
topy equivalence (“‘fl Q2) x(” n n,“j)A Y, by multiplying the maps 
VOX), and (gj)R; this map is homotopic to the map foa multiplied by the 
(&)R. Hence, if II denotes the projection onto w n 92, we have (ad - ‘f )a 
homotopic to a. Since a is a homotopy equivalence, ad-’ is a left inverse to f. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let X, Y be l-connected spaces such that OY is of finite type 
and decomposable over RcQ with l/2, l/3 ER. Assume that H*(SZX; R) is a 
free R-module. 
Let f: X+ Y be a map such that rr,(X)@R/torsion*rr*(Y)OR/torsion is 
split injective. 
Then cat(X,) I cat( Y,). 
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PROOF. It suffices to show that (s2f)R: QXR-sZY, has a left inverse up to 
homotopy. For the result then follows from lemma 1 of [6]. 
By the lemma it suffices to show that (Qf)*: PH,(QX; R)+PH,(QY; R) is 
split injective. We know that n&2X)@R/torsion+PH&2X; R) is injective 
and that its image has the same rank as PH,(IRX;R). But n&2X)@ 
@R/torsion-+rr*(QY)@R/torsion is split injective by assumption and 
n.&2Y)@R/torsion+PH@Y,R) is an isomorphism. From the equality of 
the two compositions ~&2X)@R/torsion+PH@X; R)-+PH,(QY; R) and 
n,(S;1X)@R/torsion-+n,(QY)@R/torsion+PI-Z&2KR) we deduce that 
PH,(QX; R)+PW,(QY; R) is split injective. 
3. TAME DECOMPOSABILITY 
Let S*, S,lS, s... , be the system of rings Si = Z[ l/p/ p prime, 2p - 3 si]. 
Let R, be any increasing system of subrings of Q containing S*, i.e. Ri> Si 
for all i. 
A space X is called “tame with respect to (R *, r)“, if xi(X) = 0 for is r - 1 
and x,+~(X) is a finitely generated R,-module for all k. 
Suppose that Y is (r- 1)-connected such that n,+k(Y)@Rk is a f.g. Rk- 
module for all k, then its “taming” Y, exists (camp. [5], [3] or the next 
- improved - version of [3]). 
It has been shown in [6] that a tame H-space with respect to (S*, r) with rl3 
is homotopy equivalent to a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces. A different 
proof is given in [7] using [5] for tame loop spaces. Another proof will be found 
in the next version of [3] for tame H-spaces with respect to (R*, r), rl3, and 
tame H-spaces with respect to (R,,2) with RiZE[l/plpSi+ 11. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (R *, r) be as allowed above. Let X be a (r - 1)-connected 
H-space such that n,+k(X)@Rk is a f.g. Rk-module; let Xo-‘” n Sza. As- 
sume that H,+k(X; E) has no p-torsion for any prime p not invertible in Rk, 
kz0. 
Then there is a map w n O”+X inducing a homotopy equivalence on the 
tamings . 
REMARK 4. For n L r Q: is an Eilenberg-MacLane space K(R,-,, n). This 
follows again from the fact that for an odd prime p and an odd dimensional 
sphere Sk one has p-tors(n,(Sk)) =0 for m < k+2p- 3. Hence this result of 
J.P. Serre may be considered as the beginning of tame homotopy theory. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3. we have X, - w fl k R(n,+k(X,), r + k). We Claim 
that n,+k(XI) is torsion-free. Assume that it has p-torsion. Then there is 
p-torsion in H,+k(nt=, K(n,+j (X,), r+j); Z); hence there is also p-torsion in 
H,+k(ni=, K(71,+j(X)@Rk, r+j); E) and in H,.+k((X&Yfk; 22) where (XR,)r+k 
denotes the (r + k)-th Postnikov stage of the localization XR, of X. But then 
there is ah p-torsion in H,+k(Xr+k; h) and hence in H,+k(X; iz). Since p has 
to be non-invertible in R, this contradicts the assumption. By the remark 
above the result follows. 
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We conclude with another question: Does any l-connected finite H-complex 
satisfy the assumption on torsion of proposition 3? (Note that the assumption 
is e.g. satisfied by the H-spaces having p-torsion in homology for odd p con- 
structed in [8]). 
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